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Glimpses from two recent surveys

Young India Says 'Yes' to Military Rule, 'No' to Inter-Religious Mingling: An India based Survey
YOUth Speak

• A pilot survey- responses from 126 countries

• One interesting observation - curricula was not making a dent: i.e. content (covering peace, justice, human rights etc.) was not making a significant difference to the responses of youth
Focus area for youth - post 2015

Focus more on

• Critical thinking
• Creativity
• Cooperation and collaboration

through

Innovative pedagogies
Enabling Youth to lead social change and transformation in education

**YOUTH CENTERED**
- Strengthening curricula to embed GCED in mainstream subjects
- Developing Innovations in pedagogies of learning - eg: Gaming
- Fostering youth leadership - on transforming self & society eg: Young Leaders program
- Creating spaces to facilitate dialogue amongst youth eg: Campus programmes; exchange programme

**YOUTH-LED**
- Mobilizing youth voices through media, especially social media
- youth-led social initiatives/enterprises
- Creating a global inclusive youth platform (online and offline)-network of networks-connect/learn/share-reaching the unreached eg. YESPeace Network
- Strengthening Collaboration and Partnership